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Ab.t /rut:l: Image analysis of the structural o rganiz'ltio n of ce lls in histo logical sectio ns has been shown to be useful for the q uantitative characterization o f tissue, Th e organization may be expressed in the form of a tree o r a graph structure. Features derived
from the graph along with the cell features can be used effect ive ly fo r case cla ssificatio n and diagnosis. The pape r describes techniques of generat ing the tree and graph as well as deriving features from them. Res ults o f applying the tec hniques to cervical
tissue section specimen images a f C also presented.
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I. Introduction

In cyto- and histo pathology, cellular specimens
and histological section s are in ves tiga ted to search
for pathological chan ges in cell and tissue morphology. In many cases the diagnostic goal is not o nly
a bi nary qualitative decision, but also the grading
of a continuous changing situati o n. This can be assisted by applying quan titative imaging met hods establishing new possibilities in analytica l and quantitative cytometry and histometry.
The stan dard approac h in image cyto metry is to
segment the ce ll images in the specimens and derive
useful features for the si ngle cell classification. Specimen classification is normally a two-stage approach where the ind ividual cells a rc classified at
first and then the results are aggregated by some
ru le to obtain the class status of the specimen
(Burger and Hilling, 1986). The local distribution of
the cells in common cy to logical specimens is gene-
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rally considered to be less important for classificati on and hence ignored in most cases for featuring.
In the histological section images, on th e o ther
hand, th e a rran ge ment of the cells provides a very
important clue for th e diagnosis of pathological
ti ss ue growth and differentiati o n.
O ne of the arra ngement properties is the topology. It may be characterized by defining object
neighbourhoods. A graph can then be constructed
where th e cell nuclei denote the grap h vertices and
the neighbo urh oods th e graph edges. From the
graph, features for the characterization of the ti ssue
may be derived. The present paper desc ribes the
ge neral steps of the histometric procedure.

2. General featuring concepts

It is conven ient to classify the charac teristi c features of histologica l sections into individual cell features and featu res representing the local arrangement of the cells in th e histological secti on. The
laller may be called ' topological' features (Rodenacker, 1987b).
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2.1 . Celllel'eijealllres
Ce ll level features are not directly related to th e
goal of this paper and will only be mentioned briefly. One can distinguish several types of cell feat ures
that are usdul ror characterization. Besides color,
th ese are (a) morphological features , such as the
projected area or perimeter. shape and orientation
features, etc. (Preston, 198 1). The relative coordinates of th e center of gravity of the cells may also
be treated as cell features. (b) photometric features
such as the integrated optical density (IOD) and (c)
textural fea tures, describing the staining pattern of
the cell (Rodenacker, 1987a).
Using I L1AD procedures (Eriksson et al .. 1982)
mo re than 150 cell level features are derived at this
laborat ory ror the analysis or smear specimens.
Most of them are not directly applicable for fracti ons of objects appearing in sections. We have chosen a few for our purpose. They are all related to
the segmented cell nuclei. These are the area and
perimeter, IOD, center of gravity coordinates, barycentric coordinates and the angular orientation or
the line of best fit through the center of gravity,
called the major axis direction. At the next section
we shall describe how they are useful for the characteriza tion or the tissue topological reatures.

2.2. Topological/eawre.,
One of the possible ways of representing the local
arrangement of objects is th e use of 'graph' or ' tree'
structures. Informally speaki ng, a graph is a set of
' vertices' and 'edges' where a n edge represent the
connection between two vertices according to certain property. We can think of traversing from one
vertex to the other through a concatenated set of
edges called 'path'. A path is a 'loop' if it is closed.
A tree or 'spanning tree' is a graph without any
loop and is connected i.e. , having a path rrom any
vertex to any other. If the vertices are defined over
a metric space then an edge may be characterized
by its leng th which is the distance between co rresponding vertices. A 'minimum spanning tree' is
a tree where the sum of the lengths of the edges in
the tree is minimum.
To represent the histological section image as a
graph or tree structure, the segmented cell nuclei
246
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(nuclear profiles) are used to represent the vertices,
which are loca ted at the 'centers or gravity'. In addition the vertices carry the cell reatures as labels or
markers.
The most common topological property used in
choosing the edges is the neighbourhood of cells.
One possible way to define neighbourhood is the
Voronoi tesselation (Voronoi. 1902) of the section
area considering the graph vertices as a marked
random point process (Stoyan and Mecke, 1983).
With the Voronoi tesselation each vertex is enclosed by a polygon. The neigh bOll red vertices are
those which ha ve a common polygon side. To generate the graph all neighbouring vertices are connected by edges. Prewitt (1979) and Sanfeliu et al.
( 198 1) used this approach for muscle tiss ue analysis.
An alternative definition of neighbourhood due to
O'Caliaghan (1975) is based on two constraints
namely the distance co nstraint and the direction
constraint. A modified version or this neighbourhood is used by Kayser and Hofige n (1984) to generate graphs ror the analysis or colon mucosa. In
this paper we describe two ot her tec hniques of
graph generation. They are based on the nearest
neighbourh ood and the zone or inr-luence neighbourhood.
From th e ge nera ted graph or tree a set of features
is derived. The total graph (or tree) may also be dissected into subgraphs (or subtrees) which are then
subject to featuring. Derived fe atures may include
the number of edges per vertices, the number or
loops and also higher statistics fro m frequency distributions or edge and vertex rcaturcs or certain subsets.

3. Minimum spanning free

In a Euclidean space the minimum spanning tree
(MST) is sequentially formed as foll ows. Let V denote the set of vertices. Start at any vertex in Vand
connect it by an edge with the vertex nearest to it.
Include these vertices in a set, say U. Now, at each
stage connect a vertex in U with another vertex in
V - U for which the distance is the minimum of all
such pairwise distances. Include the newly connected vertex in U and repeat the process until
V - U is empty. The MST has some interesting
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Figure l. (a) Minimum spanning trce correspo ndin g to Figure 4(1l); (b) wit h o rientati o n wei ghted distance . (D irection o f orientation
of euch nuclear profile is also shown.,

properties. One of them is that its genera ti on does
not depend on any parameter other than the starting ve rtex. Also, the subtrees or a MST are again
MST. [n Figure I (a) a M ST is shown where th e
ce nters or gravity or the nuclear profiles are chose n
for the vertices. It correspo nds to the microscopical
field or a histological section rrom the ec tocervix,
show n in Figure 4(a).
We ha ve also done a modifi ca ti on or the MST

where the distance between the ve rtices is weighted
by a factor that depends on the relati ve orientation
or the nuclear profiles at th e ver tices. Let 0 be the
smaller o r the angles between the major axes or two
cells. [r d denotes the Euclidean distance between
the cells than the mod ified distance d' is defi ned as
d' = d( 1 + sin (0)).

( I)

Now the minimum spanning tree is constructed using d' ro r finding the nearest neighbours. The idea
is to co nnec t primarily those cells with each other
which are more aligned and thererore more likel y to
belong the same generation layer or cells. As an
example , the minimum spanning tree with the modified distance ro r the Figu re 4(a) is show n in Figure I(b).

4. Zone of influence lesselalion graph

Consider the two-tone segmented image consisting or the cell nuclei and their background. The
zo ne or infl uence (ZO[ ) tesselation is rormed by th e

skeletonizati on or medial axis transformation of th e
background image. There exists a wide va riety of algorithms for the skeleton ization of a two-tone image. The basic idea is to blow cells in a grassfi re
rash ion. Where th e borders or ne ig hbou rin g growing cclls meet , skelcton pels are defi ned . [r th e background image is topologically simpl y co nnected

then the skeletoniza ti on results in the partitions of
spaces each of which con tains a cell nucleus (zone
or influence ZO [). The algo rithm used here is the sequ entia l application o r th e so-ca lled hit or miss

transformation widely used in mathematica l morphology (Serra , 1982). The resu lt or tesselati on ror
Figure 4(a) by this approac h is shown in Figure
2(a).
From Figu re 2(a) it is seen that the borde r orZO [
or a ce ll is comm on to th e border of ZO I or o th cr
cells wh ich we call neighbouring cells. A graph is

generated if the neighbo uring cell vertices arc connec ted by edges. As in th e case or minimum span-

ning tree we can use the center of gravity as the cell
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Figure 2. (a) Zone ofinftuence tesselation: (b) Corresponding ZOI graph.

vertex. The resultant graph structure for Figure 2(a)
is shown in Figur 2(b).
There are some advantages of generating neigh-

bourhood graphs by this method as compared to
those defined by O'Callaghan's method and the
Voronoi diagram. In O'Callaghan's method it is
necessary to fix some parameters such as maximum
possible distance and the minimum angular separa-

tion of the neighbours with respect to the candidate
point, which is not necessary in this method . Also,
both O'Callaghan's method and the Voronoi dia-

gram work on points and no information aboul the

shape of the cell nucleus is utilized in defining the
neighbourhood. On the other hand, shape information is important in ZOI tesselation. However, the

neighbourhood defined by this method would be
similar to the Voronoi neighbourhood if the cells
are represented as points and circular propagation

is used for skeletonization and this approach may
be

termed

as generalized

Voronoi

tesselation

(Arcelli and Samiti di Baja, 1986).

5. Clinical application
240

5.1. Material a/l{l method
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A set of cervical tissue section images are taken

in order to test and find the useful and important
features for characterization. The sections are obtained from conisations and they are usually 4 to 8
microns thick. They are stained with haematoxilin

and the digital image is obtained with the BAS ISS
system (Gais et aI., 1984) by this laboratory.
Image aquisition is performed by a TV-scanning
microscope with 25 x or 50 x objective, using a
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Figure 3. Contrast enhancement function [/ = 128].
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narrow band optical filter of 546 nm average wavelength. The field sizes are 500 x 500 micron' or
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250 x 250 micron' and digitized, according to the
German TV-norm, into 512 x 512 pixels. The local
resolution is then nominally I micron or 0.5 micron
pixel distance.
The spatial resolution chosen is a compromise on
cell and tissue region size. In the examples shown
the pixel size is 0.5 micron. The image to be processed contains 256 x 256 pixels only (with 256
gray levels). The pathological diagnosis of the region for this investigation are divided in two groups
naTT\ely, carcinoma in situ (CIS) and normal (N).
5.2. Preprocessing lind segmelltlllioll

April 1988

The first stage is contrast enhancement by the use
of a nonlinear gray scaling that is dependent on local properties of the image. Let the image gray levels range between 0 and 255 . The transformed gray
level is given in terms of the input gray level I by
the function .

I' = In{I(tan

~

D'l

(2)

Is, /.

and

I' = 255 - Int (255 - I) ( tan -" -755 [
4 255 -

Dr]

, I>

I,

1

(3)

Tg characterize a histological section image it is
first ·necessary to segment the cell nuclei from the
background. Because of various factors of preparation and imaging there is a considerable variability
of gray levels in the cells and the background. The
main problems in normal sections are caused by the
occluding cells distributed in depth. Use of local
and global segmentation techniques (Rosenfeld and
Kak, 1976) which are available in standard software packages (SPIDER, 1983) does not yield satisfactory results and necessitates a high degree of succeeding manual interaction. To reduce this, we
adopted a two-stage procedure.

where 0 < 1 < 255 is a threshold, p a positive real
quantity and Int(1) means integer part of I. From
eq. (2) it is clear that for I = I, I' = I i.e. , gray level
l remains unchanged in the transformed image. The
transformation is obviously enhancing contrast,
controlled by the parameter p. A typical plot of the
function for a few values of p is shown in Figure 3.
For our images it is found that satisfactory results
are obtained if I is chosen at a histogram valley. The
initial estimate of p is changed according to the
average gray value of the neighbourhood. p is defined as

Figure 4 . Nonnal and abnorma l regions of cervical tissue sections. (a) Nonnal; (b) Carcinoma in situ (CIS).
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Figure 5. (a) Enhanced image of Figure 4(a); (b) Segmented nuclei border superposed on Figure 4(a).

p

~

where I J

IO/(magnitudc (1 - T3
x J

x

3)

+

I)

(4)

denotes the average gray value of the

thrce by three neighbourhood and T the gray value
of the candidate pixel.
For the second stage, the segmentation , a thresh-

old is chosen from the histogram valley of the resultant image. Holc filling, noise cleaning and smooth-

global features for 'cellular density'. The same holds
for the coefficient of variation R ~ S/M. Typical
values of these features for both M ST and the tesselation graph are given in Table I.
In order to extract more information than the
first two moments from el j one may generate suit-

able histograms by partitioning the whole available

in g are done by opening and closing operations of

range of el j into a few intervals. The histograms may
then be evaluated by means of vector or correspon-

mathematical morphology (Serra, 1982) and nonlinear median fi ltering (Huang et aI., 1978). Finally,

dence analysis respectively. Table 2 gives some indication on the different distribution for 3 bin-histo-

manual interaction is employed to separate the re-

grams with
va lu es .

maining occluding objects, the extent of which depends on the specimen . Two typical histological
section regions are shown in Figure 4 while the en-

11[,11 2

and

II J

representi ng the histogram

Table 1

ZO I tesselation graph

hanced and segmented version of one of them is

Minimum spanning tree

shown in Figure 5.

M

S

R

M

S

R

21.95
24.29
16.17
21.96

7.71
9.36
4.1 0
3.69

0.351
0.385
0.253
0. 168

30.03
32.49
22.64
29.72

12.11
12.16
5.36
5.50

0.403
0.374
0.236
0.185

5.3. Resliits

Some global features have been derived from the
graph and tree structures as follows: Let d, denote
the average length of the edges connected to i-th nucleus, We may consider eli as a local density measure of cells in the section. The frequency distributionf(d,) obviously displays the distribution of cells
in the section. The first and seco nd moment of fl.d,)
(mean M and standard deviation S offl.d,)) are then
250

Normall
Normal 2
C IS I
CIS2
Table 2

'"
Normal l
Norma l 2
CIS I
CIS 2

52
37
32
12

112

8

24
84
45

",
3
6
10
35
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Figure 6. (a) Growth layers corresponding to the region of Figure 4(a); (b) Growth laye rs correspo nding to the regio n of Figure 4(b).
(Even layers numbered. )

Simple classification is not always the goal of
histological secti on image analysis. In this context,
especially for intraepithelial changes in squamous
epithelium, it may be of interest to find the growth
direction and growth pattern of the cell layers in the
section. We can use the ZOI neighbourhood to visualize the growth pattern. In this technique, an end
layer say, the basal la yer, is interactively marked as
an initial set of nuclei. The algorithm now detects
ZOI neighbours of the successive layers of growth.
A typical layering by thi s approach is illustrated in
Figure 6 that corresponds to the images in Figure
4. Properties of these layers may be used for characterization of the section especially when it is necessary to distinguish different grades of neoplasia
such as mild, moderate and severe dysplasias. Often
the pathologist visually partitions the section in
three nea rly equal regions between the basal and
the superficial layers and examines the density,
orientation and shape of the cells in each of the
regions to distinguish different stages of malignancy
(Oberholzer, 1986).
The layering shown in Figure 6 may be used to
quant ify the approaches of the pathologist. Figure
7 shows an example for the above mentioned layer
approach for normal (n), light (I), moderate (m) and
severe (s) dysplasia and carcinoma in situ (c) specimens. Features used are the area of ZO I per layer.

The slope of the regression line per section reflects
the dynamics of changes of cell distribution from
basal layer to the section surface.
6. Summary
Histometry is a field of growing interest in quantita tive a nd analytical cytopathology. Its goals ranSOO
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Figurc 7. Mean ,HC;I of ZOI per layer with regression lines for
normal (n), light (I). moderate (m) and severe (s) dysplasias and
carcinoma in silu (c) specimens. (Images arc taken with 25 x
objective.)
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ge from measurement of the amount of tissue components to the topometric analysis of the local
arrangement of structural entities or objects of interest. The latter can very elegantly be described by
graphs. Several means of generating suitable graphs
have been presented for the analysis of the growth
pattern of stratified epithelia. The underlying objects in this case are the segmented cell nuclei. It is
possible by the described methods to automatically
recognize the layered structure in such epithelia and
derive features from the corresponding graphs.
The method was finally applied to sections of cervical conisalions. Whenever the number of cases
studied is low, the results are convincing. The features derived show drastic changes in correspondence to the visual diagnosis, for the differently
graded intraepithelial dysplastic lesions. They alTer
the quantitative continous grading of such lesions
in preoperative biopsies and may help to establish
a more stringent level of therapeutical intervention
then hitherto.
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